APPLICATION: SWING DOOR OPERATOR HANDING TERMINOLOGY.

LEFT HAND REG.
LEFT HAND PUSH
LEFT HAND OUTSWING

RIGHT HAND REG.
RIGHT HAND PUSH
RIGHT HAND OUTSWING

REGULAR APPLICATION
DUAL (PAIR) PUSH
DUAL (PAIR) OUTSWING

RIGHT HAND PARA.
RIGHT HAND PULL
RIGHT HAND INSWING

LEFT HAND PARA.
LEFT HAND PULL
LEFT HAND INSWING

PARALLEL APPLICATION
DUAL (PAIR) PULL
DUAL (PAIR) INSWING

RIGHT HAND DUAL (DOUBLE) EGRESS

LEFT HAND DUAL (DOUBLE) EGRESS

NOTE: OPERATOR HANDING TERMINOLOGY IS UNIVERSAL FOR ALL TYPES OF DOOR PIVOT ROTATION. DOOR CAN BE BUTT HUNG AS SHOWN; CONTINUOUS HINGE; OFFSET PIVOT OR OVERHEAD CONCEALED CENTER PIVOT.

NOTE: ENTERMATIC GROUP AB, RESERVES THE RIGHT TO CHANGE & IMPROVE IT’S PRODUCTS & SPECIFICATIONS WITHOUT NOTICE.